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GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

FormAssembly
Government Cloud
Quick Stats

Reliable Data Collection for
Government and Beyond

FedRAMP Ready with a
moderate impact level
User-friendly
form builder
Integrations with
Salesforce, PayPal,
Stripe, Pardot, more
Meets federal
government encryption
standards
CAC and PIV
authentication

Built for Government
The platform offers FIPS 140-2-validated encryption controls, user authentication
through Agency Common Access Card (CAC) or Personal Identity Verification (PIV)
credentials, and additional features to satisfy even the strictest requirements of
government agencies.

Multiple Applications
FormAssembly’s FedRAMP
Ready Government Cloud
is a secure platform built
for government web
form needs, ranging from
government survey forms to
robust program enrollment
forms. In addition to a
user-friendly form builder,
powerful integrations, and
comprehensive support
offerings, Government
Cloud includes features
specific to the needs of
government agencies.

FormAssembly forms can be used for nearly any purpose: government surveys,
program enrollment applications, employee information forms, and more. Users
can also collect sensitive data and PHI (protected health information) because of
Government Cloud’s HIPAA compliance.

Administrative Control
Government Cloud administrators can control multiple aspects of their accounts and
oversee all form creation activities. The admin dashboard includes the ability to set
roles for users, monitor forms, customize messages your users see, enter custom data
retention settings, and more.
Additionally, FormAssembly can act as part of a robust data governance strategy by
supporting the secure, centralized collection of data. The platform connects to CRMs
such as Salesforce, as well as payment connectors, including Authorize.net and PayPal.
These integrations help users leverage their data for the greatest benefit.

Streamlined Data Collection
FormAssembly’s flexibility and variety of different use cases allow users to save time
on manual data entry, eliminate wasteful expenses associated with paper forms, and
reduce the need to purchase multiple different tools.
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Government Cloud
Key Features

Key Government Cloud
plan features include:
FedRAMP Ready with a moderate
impact level
FIPS 140-2-validated encryption
controls
Agency Common Access Card
(CAC) and Personal Identity
Verification (PIV) authentication
Multi-user, with SSO

Priority support
Security and privacy controls for
sensitive data
Service Level Agreement
PCI DSS Level 1 certified
Annual security review (upon
request)

CCPA compliance

HIPAA compliance & BAA

Manage own assets
Authenticate respondents

Talk to a FormAssembly
Representative Today
Contact us about pricing and further details.

formassembly.com

Personalized onboarding

+1 (844) 293-2367

Compliance with the GLBA and
other financial regulations

Contact Us

